The trusted solution for student conduct, Title IX, and behavioral intervention management

FOR STAFF
Quickly react to complaints and identify behavioral threats before an incident occurs. Collect critical data to share with key decision-makers and ensure that everyone has the information needed to make the right decision. Avoid liability issues by ensuring compliance with DOE and OCR.

FOR STUDENTS
Your students deserve a safe campus and a simple, user-friendly way to report any issue they fear may threaten their ability to thrive. Advocate’s capabilities lessen some of the stress students might already be facing after an incident and enable them to easily voice and manage their concerns.

WHAT CLIENTS
“Since using Advocate, all of our cases have been success stories. Very helpful to be able to connect to so many different people with one case.”

Diablo Valley College
We don’t just “comply” with security standards. We’re the only service provider in our space who has achieved a level of security, accountability and process maturity to achieve ISO-9001, SSAE-16, and CMMI Level 3 and ISO 27001 certifications.

WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“The improvement in our processes after switching to Advocate cannot be overstated! Our conduct officers were so, so happy to leave the old people files behind. We have saved costs in paper, storage, and shredding, as well as staff time. We can also now cooperate across campus to support students much more effectively.”

University of Washington

FEATURES

Case Management
CARE Network
Federal Reporting Engine
Engagement Toolset
Reporting
Security & Compliance
Student Group Adjudication
Guest Tracker with Card Swipe
Integration
Email Quick Notes to Cases
Electronic Signatures
Mobile-Adaptive Report Forms
Student Mobile Responsive Interface
Student Sanction Document Upload
Parallel Case Management